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Hornpipes: Uncle George’s (The Cliff) /Tommy Roberts’
Jigs: Hot Punch/Uncle’s Jig
Uncle George’s Waltz/Uncle Jim’s Waltz
Polka: The Primrose Polka
Dorsetshire Hornpipe
The Kester Rocky Waltz
Jigs: Family Jig /Uncle George’s
Barn Dances: Woodland Flowers/Uncle Jim’s
Reels: Ford Farm Reel/Cornish Quickstep
Harry Gidley’s Waltz
When it’s Night-time in Italy
(it’s Wednesday over here)/Climbin’ up de Golden Stairs
12 Lyrinka (Old fashioned waltz)
13 Hornpipes: Schottische Hornpipe/Cokey Hornpipe
First published by Topic 1975
Recorded at South Tawton, Devon, July 1975
Recorded and Produced by Tony Engle
Sleeve design and notes by Tony Engle

South Tawton is a small village about four miles east of
Okehampton in Devon off the A40. It is the home of Bob
Cann, an outstanding traditional melodeon player. He is the
current custodian of a thriving family tradition of English
instrumental music - tunes passing on from father to son
over several generations.
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Bob Cann was born and lived his early years on a farm midway between Whiddon Down and Drewsteignton on the
Devon Moors. Of his family he says that there were eleven
on his father’s side and twelve on his mother’s and they
were ‘all musical’ playing such instruments as concertina,
melodeon and jews harp. Regular organised bands were
not common and musicians would just get together for
barn dances and harvest suppers and play from a common
repertoire of tunes. Apart from these two social events music
was required for the step-dancing competitions at village
fairs. These competitions would be the main event of the day
and would start about three o’clock in the afternoon after the
greasy pole, skittling for a pig, pony racing and side-shows. A
farmer would bring on a horse and wagon. The wagon would
be flat-topped and on it would be a board, about four inches
high and fifteen inches square. Each dancer would have to
get up three times in turn, and each time he would set
twice and then step twice (setting meant keeping time
with your feet). The musician would sit with his back to
the dancers so that there would be no favouritism and the
same tune would be played throughout each complete set
of dancers. The procedure would be repeated - setting twice
and then stepping twice - and then repeated again. The tunes
played were always hornpipes.

Bob started playing the melodeon at the age of three.
An uncle who was in the Navy bought a melodeon abroad
and brought it back to learn to play. He was the only one
in the family at that time who did not play. Bob picked the
instrument up and was soon playing Now the Day is Over
with one finger. His uncle gave him the melodeon and
brought him back a new one from every trip. Bob picked
up tunes from his uncles who had similarly learned them
from his grandfather. Most of the tunes came this way.
One or two, like the Primrose Polka and Night Time in
Italy, came from records (78s) (the former from Jimmy
Shand) but, in general, records did not play a very big
part in influencing repertoire locally. Melodeon players
whose records were available in the 20s and 30s, people
like William Hannah, Pamby Dick, Peter Wyper etc.,
were almost unheard of by Bob and his family. Many
tunes picked up names from their players: Uncle George’s
Hornpipe is more commonly known as The Cliff. Tommy
Roberts’, named after a local gypsy who knew it, has a
close relationship to a family of tunes which include The
Wonder, The London Clog and one of Scan Tester, the
Sussex concertina player’s step dances. Hot Punch, another
tune that has been in the family for at least a century, is
more commonly found in the Shetland Isles. Family Jig
bears some similarity to the ubiquitous Oyster Girl and
it is probable that where we cannot readily identify a tune
it may well have changed over the years from something
familiar into a ‘completely new tune’. Harry Gidley’s
Waltz describes its origin - a local mouth organ player and another waltz, Lyrinka, was always used for ‘the old
fashioned waltz’. Of the last two hornpipes on the record
The Schottische is very similar to what is more commonly
called Rickett’s Hornpipe and The Cokey is titled after the
nickname of a local man called Crocker. Bob composed two
of the tunes himself - both named after places where he had
worked as a farm manager - The Kester Rocky Waltz and
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Ford Farm Reel. Cornish Quickstep is from the Cornish
accordeon player and singer Charlie Bate and it is on this
tune particularly that Bob exhibits a style of rhythmic
playing very similar to that found in East Anglia and, in
particular, to Oscar Woods (refer to English Country Music
from East Anglia Topic TSDL229).
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In general, however, Bob’s playing is distinct from the more
syncopated ‘East Anglian style’ and favours a more ‘straight
ahead’ approach. Th is does give him a wilder, driving sound
ideal for dancing and may well have been developed in
the above-mentioned step dance competitions, where the
same tune might be played for two hours or more and drive
would be required to keep both dancer’s and musician’s
spirits from flagging. The style is also partly brought about
by the more sophisticated instrument that Bob plays - a
Hohner Club III M, pitched in G and D with an extra half
row of accidentals. Bob’s playing has been mainly for local
dances but on occasion he has left the locality - in 1957 in
an EFDSS traditional music competition he beat Billy Pigg,
the renowned Northumbrian Piper, into second place. Apart
from playing solo, Bob also leads a band for barn dancing
which consists, apart from himself, of banjo doubling
Hawaiian guitar, mouth organ and drums.
Picture from about 1930. Step dancing on a wagon
at Whiddon Down. One of Bob’s uncles is playing
the concertina for a champion dancer.
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